Before installation, it is compulsory to read the NC9CT „ORIGINAL INSTRUCTIONS 2/3 Installation and user manual”.

1a, 1b  Remove the window dome.
2a, 2b  Install adaptive profiles of the awning.
2c    Install intermediate bases to adaptive profiles.
3     Install the top base to adaptive profiles.
4, 5   Install the awning cassette.
6     Remove tape protecting strings.
7     Place strings in correct position.
8     Take the necessary tools.
9a    Slide the top part of the guide rail towards the awning cassette.
9b    Place bottom plug of the guide rail.
9c    Place bottom part of the guide rail between adaptive profiles.
9d    Screw the guide rail.
10    Repeat steps 7-9d for the left guide rail.
11    Repeat steps 3-10 for the second part of the awning.
12a   Connect cables of the top and bottom awning.
13, 13a, 13b, 13c, 13d, 13e, 13f, 13g, 13h, 13i, 13j Connect the power cable for the awning depending on the window type and its production date.
14a   Connect the awning to the network using the 15VDC power supply.
14b   Program the awning.
15a, 15b Install the window dome.